
BIKE VALET MANAGEMENT PLATFORM



How does the app add value to your operation?

● Eliminates need for paper tickets which can easily be lost, destroyed in 
the rain, or stolen;

● Speeds up check-in time - no fumbling with paper;

● Keeps a digital inventory record of everyone that’s checked-in;

● Allows you to look up patrons by phone number or seat cover/tag 
number - no searching paper records and messy handwriting; 

● Allows for optional data collection: ride origin, name, email, and 
interest in signing up for membership/newsletters.

● Sends a report from each event with phone numbers, data
collected, and the supervisor’s feedback. 



Check-in Process

● Bike valet attendant greets patrons, collects phone number. If cyclists 
arrive in pairs/groups, only one phone number is needed to check-in;

● Attendant puts a seat cover or a tag on the bike with a unique number 
or letter combination;

● The unique number/letter is entered into the app, clicks “Add Bike” to 
send the user a text confirmation with a secure ID and closing time;

● The attendant makes sure patrons receive one text for each bike, and 
users can be on their way!



Check-out process

● User shows bike valet attendant their claim-ID text message(s);

● Bike valet attendant will know from the text which bike belongs to the 
user, and they can go retrieve bike(s);

● If the user’s phone dies or they walked away without receiving the text, 
they can provide their phone number. The attendant can reverse-search 
in the “Inventory” tab, get a description of the bike to verify they’re 
the owner, and retrieve the bike based on the seat cover/tag
number in Inventory. 









Customizable Text Message 



Phone number 
and seat cover # 
are the only 
required fields



Optional fields 
for additional 
data collection



Attendants can 
easily see the seat 
cover number and 
retrieve bike(s)

Text can be 
customized to 
name a 
sponsor Includes 

closing time



Keeps track 
of total 
number of 
bikes

Search by 
seat cover # 
or phone #

Time stamp 
allows you to 
know which 
bike(s) are 
leftover if seat 
covers were used 
multiple times 



Event Reporting After Closing



Pricing 

● 15 or less events/year: $300 per year*

● 50 or less events/year: $550 per year

● 100+ events/year: $1,000 per year**

*can be negotiated for fewer events
**limitations apply



Interested in trying the app? 

Contact Jonathan at jw@twowheelvalet.com for a free 
trial!

mailto:jw@twowheelvalet.com

